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MEZZANINE SYSTEMS 

Steel platforms
from the experts 



MiTek is a global specialist in the design and
realisation of future-proof steel mezzanine
solutions. Our mezzanine floors are characterised
by absolute stability and the highest possible
flexibility, along with simple and fast installation.
Customers in Europe and beyond appreciate the
quality and customisability of our systems – features
that we guarantee and that we are constantly
enhancing through our research & development.

Are you looking for a mezzanine system that fits seamlessly into your existing
building? Are you planning a new commercial building where you want to ensure
the best possible use of available space? Or are you seeking total freedom in the
design of your mezzanine levels with the reassurance that, if required, they can
support the heavy and dynamic loads generated by automation and robotic
technologies? If so, MiTek is the right partner for you!

Your advantages with MiTek:
→ Professional advice
→ Specialist for large-scale projects
→ Expertise in the integration of automated systems
→ Knowledge of country-specific conditions
→ Comprehensive project management
→ In-house engineering
→ CAD software and skills
→ Possibility to test components
→ Excellent quality and safety standards

Secure competitive advantage with our mezzanine systems

Early advice pays off.

Send us an email: mezzanine-uk@mii.com

or call us on 01732 849 900

Mezzanine expertise

you can rely on



Investing in a mezzanine secures
immense benefits. As well as creating
usable space, mezzanine floors bring
access and integration possibilities for
various elements within your material
flow. Steel constructions provide a much
faster and more cost-effective solution
for gaining space than significantly
altering the basic structure of a building
or relocating the business.

The benefits of mezzanines at a glance

Steel platforms:

→ create space faster and at a lower cost than
building modifications

→ avoid the cost and disruption of moving premises

→ eliminate the need for leased space 

→ optimise the payback on an existing building by
utilising more of its volume

→ can be easily expanded, relocated or dismantled

→ enhance efficiency and quality through space
creation and improved workflow 

→ achieve flexible integration with other machinery
or systems 

→ can be integrated flexibly and quickly into existing
facilities and systems

→ benefit from tax depreciation in some cases

Create space and

increase productivity

A special thank you to your team who carried out our project with great
commitment and flexibility. It is always a pleasure to work with experienced
and trustworthy partners.
Andreas Weller, Site Manager, Dematic

Want to know more?

We would be delighted to advise 

you on your next project. Visit our

website: www.mitek-mezzanine.com



MiTek is your experienced partner when it comes
to the realisation of large-scale projects and the
integration of automation technologies. We bring
extensive know-how and the capacity you need
for complex and high-performance installations,
including detailed knowledge of country-specific
building regulations.

Although mezzanine floors appear to be simple constructions, their planning and
installation is becoming increasingly complex. Automation, digitalisation and
robotics bring special requirements in terms of mezzanine construction in both the
production and distribution sectors.

It was very important that MiTek had integration experience, as the 
customer needed products to be moved swiftly and efficiently between
mezzanine levels.
Steve Hicks, Managing Director Contract Logistics, Noatum

Our White Paper entitled

‘Expert insight into planning a

large or integrated mezzanine

floor solution’ is available as a

free download at 

www.mitek-mezzanine.com.

Your specialist for large

and integrated projects



One of the challenges we faced with this project was to install a mezzanine
structure that would allow for future changes, especially to the racking positions.
We were impressed by the Mezzanine7 solution, as its higher point load capacity
provided our client with the required flexibility.
Jaap Vos, Managing Director, SSI Schäfer

Mezzanine7®

Mezzanine7 is MiTek's patented steel platform solution
with up to 7 times the load capacity of a standard steel
platform. Mezzanine7 is the future-proof and flexible
choice, with the option of retrofitting.

→ Point load capacity of up to 5000 kg
→ Heavy-duty construction
→ Fully compatible with automation and robotics
→ 75% less deflection than a standard mezzanine
→ Low vibration
→ Increased light reflectivity
→ Class ‘0’ surface spread of flame

Standard Mezzanine
Our proven standard steel mezzanine is a versatile
product that meets high load requirements. 
It is a particularly economical and fast solution 
to implement.

→ Point load capacity of up to 600 kg
→ Lightweight construction
→ Partially compatible with automated and 

robotic technologies
→ Normal deflection levels

We are your ideal partner for seamless integration of your mezzanine solution into your
operating environment. We offer a choice of proven products:

INVESTING IN A

FORWARD-THINKING

SOLUTION WILL SAVE

YOU MONEY IN THE

LONG RUN.Flexible solutions that

are fit for the future



MiTek®, part of Berkshire Hathaway, is a global company focused on
transforming the construction industry through creative solutions that
meet the demand for smarter, more affordable and more sustainable
buildings. We provide engineered products, integrated software,
services and automated solutions for the building industry worldwide.
Innovating and expanding into aspects of global building, MiTek
empowers customers to improve the way they design, make and build.

Based in Europe and North America, our team of dedicated
mezzanine specialists collaborate to design, manufacture and
install innovative and future-proofed steel mezzanine systems 
for commercial and industrial applications. Our solutions secure
competitive advantage by optimising space utilisation and
boosting productivity. Customers include warehouse developers,
general contractors, system integrators and end users in Europe
and worldwide. With over 35 years’ experience from more than
10,000 mezzanine projects, MiTek is your experienced partner
when it comes to the integration of automated technologies and
the realisation of large or complex mezzanine projects.

Who we are

United Kingdom
+44 (0) 1732 849900
mezzanine-UK@mii.com

Germany
+49 (0) 221 8028 541
mezzanine-EU@mii.com

North America
+ 1 262 789 1966
mezzanine-NA@mii.com

GET IN TOUCH – WE LOOK
FORWARD TO HEARING FROM YOU.

www.mitek-mezzanine.com


